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Queen City Tune Up
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Commonwealth Cup
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BACK ROW (left to right): Sarah Buranskas [COACH], Maya Grumeretz, Charlotte “Chuck” Wilson, Bre “Breedom” Berka, Nina “Ninja” Janjic, Grace “Baby Carrot” 
Denney, Amanda “Muffin” Inglesh, Hannah “Bo” Gannon, Kati Turner, Kari Paine, Danielle “Smellz” Dejournett, Carolyn “Puff” Vlach, Ben Murphy [COACH]

FRONT ROW (left to right): Lizzie Vana, Ali “Tights” Jensen, Tracey “TLo” Lo, Emma “Sticky” Boyd, Hannah “Hank” Henkin, Meghan “Tex” Campano, Lizzy Benedetto, 
Meghan Drews

Welcome to the rst issue of The Inside Scoober in the 
2015 season! Within the pages of this jam-packed newslet-
ter you’ll meet our coaches and rookies, get an update 
from BFly, read about fun ways to help us fundraise, and 
hear about how our competative season has progressed 

thus far.

We’re glad to have you among our readership, and hope 
you enjoy this extensive update from Flywheel 2015.

FlyLove,
Kati

Editor of The Inside Scoober

VOL. 6,
ISSUE 1

A note from the editor

Flylove Needed More Than Ever
Usually, The Inside Scoober and other past newsletters [i.e. The Dump Pass Dispatch] have included a fairly standard fare: updates 
and recaps from Flywheel’s current season, thinly-veiled begging for nancial support from our fans, and the occasional spotlight 
on an outstanding Flywheeler, past or present. We try to keep it light-hearted and upbeat, but for this section, please bear with us 
as we share some unfortunate news with you on behalf of a valued member of our Flywheel community.

KKristi Schmidt Bauerly is a former Flywheeler [2004-05], described as “an unstoppable positive force for Flywheel—with her huge 
smile and huge voice, this Iowa girl was someone you wanted on your side” [Keely Dinse, former Flywheel coach and player]. Other 
teammates of hers have described Kristi as hilarious, hardcore, humble, smart, kind, athletic, and the list goes on. Kristi is the 
woman behind the Microwave dance move and the woman who made the phrase, “Get ‘er done!” so famous within our family. She 
has two very young daughters, Penelope and Clementine [we can talk about how awesome these names are at another time], with 
her husbanher husband, Mike Bauerly, also a MagnUM alum. They are a full-edged Michigan Ultimate family, and they need our support.

Unfortunately, Kristi was recently involved in an accident, in which she was hit by a car while biking. She has been in the hospital, 
and though she has been strong and making great strides, her recovery will be long and difficult. This is our time to show how 
strong our FlyLove truly is. If you have old photos or videos, stories or memories, encouraging words, Mike would love to pass them 
on to Kristi. These visuals are very powerful and helpful, so please send your love. If you’re interested in getting involved, please 
contact Tracey Lo at tslo@umich.edu.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r8caDgoAiig
http://www.flywheelultimate.com/
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SARAH BURANSKASSARAH BURANSKAS
Once heralded as the “best whistler in the Midwest,” Sarah “Spanky” Buranskas has been on the world-
wide ultimate scene for the past nine years. She played four years for Flywheel back in 2006, taking 
four years off to discover herself, a process that included realizing her ability to touch her nose with 
her tongue. These days she nds herself a little closer to her hometown of Okemos, MI, and has re-
joined forces with Flywheel, assuming the role of MPH student by day and ultimate coach by night. 
Spanky is excited to lead this year’s Flywheel to victory, saying that they are dedicated – they put in 
time for workouts make sure they learn their plays, are focused at practice and are generally just ba-
dasses

Ben Murphy—man of many hometowns—is a new and wonderful addition to our coaching staff. 
Though it might be his rst rodeo with Flywheel, Ben has played ultimate on many club teams and a 
professional team, the Detroit Mechanix. He brings to the team mental strategies based on relation-
ship-building and many loud calls to throw hammers. When he’s not playing or coaching ultimate, 
Ben works on trying to make Michigan happier and healthier. On any given day, though, you might 
nd him daydreaming about visiting the San Diego Zoo or Alcatraz or hopping on one foot, rubbing 
his stomach, patting his head, humming “Take Me Out to the Ballgame”, and beat boxing all at once. 
BBen might say he’s a boring stick in the mud, but we say he’s a diamond in the rough who brings an 

abundance of positive energy to Flywheel. 

BEN MURPHY

The old adage “never trust a woman with three rst names” does not apply to our beloved coach 
Alyssa “Chip” Abbey. You could and should trust her when making decisions about hucks, hand blocks 

and rocks. Chip is formally trained in geology and was an informal Frisbee apprentice for 5 years 
before becoming the sensei of Flywheel Ultimate. Originally from Tucson, Arizona, Chip grew up in 

the outdoors. She teethed on rattlesnake rattles, boxed with saguaro cacti and ran around with javeli-
nas.  She attended the University of Arizona and played Ultimate for the esteemed Scorch Women’s 
ultimate team. Chip and Scorch decided to shift their relationship to an “open” status, and she subse-
quently met (and fell in love with) Flywheel in 2013. She couldn’t part ways with Flywheel after her el-

igibility was up, so she decided to stay on as a coach/mentor to the remaining Flywheelers. We 
couldn’t be happier she did.

A great way to rep Flywheel 
on your car or water bottle. Stick-
ers are printed on white ink on a 

clear background.

1 for $3
2 for $5
5 for $10

Email turnerkt@umich.edu to 
place your order!

Introducing Flywheel seal stickers!

ALYSSA ABBEY

Meet Our Coaches

http://www.flywheelultimate.com/


BFly is the highly competitive B team of the University of Michigan Women's Ultimate program. 
Like Flywheel, BFly practices regularly and travels all over the country to compete. BFly becomes a 
stronger part of the UM ultimate program every year, and ended last season as the highest-ranked 
B-team in the nation.

Tournament schedule

Frisbee. To many people the very word brings 
back memories of long trips to the beach with 
their parents or endless hours of gym class. To 
me, it did not even mean that a year ago. Today it 
means friendship, fellowship, and a sense of ac-
complishment. This is all aside from the intended 

connotation of a good time. 

When I rst played frisbee, I could barely throw a 
disc. Thanks to the patience of my teammates 
and some coaching, I have learned an awesome 
sport. The atmosphere is very relaxed and the 
people are enthusiastic about the game. Frisbee 
rocks and I couldn’t ask for a better team.

[ASHLEY GOMEZ]

Tournament schedule
FEBRUARY 21-22

FEBRUARY 28-MARCH 1

MARCH 14-15

MARCH 28-29

APRIL 11-12

APRIL 25-26

Commonwealth Cup
[MARTINSVILLE, VA]

Flickadelphia
[PHILADELPHIA, PA]

Music City Mash Up
[NASHVILLE, TN]

CChicago Invite
[ROCKFORD, IL]

Eastern Great Lakes D-I Women's Conferences
[EAST LANSING, MI]

Great Lakes D-I College Women's Regionals
[ROCKFORD, IL]
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Thoughts from a Rookie

BFly BarFly
DECEMBER 16
As nals winded down, BFly enjoyed a fun and responsible bar crawl.

Michigan Indoor Midnight Madness
 [OOSTERBAAN FIELDHOUSE] JANUARY 17-18
BBFly defeated Eastern Michigan, Michigan State, the Ohio State B team, and a 
myriad of breakfast foods at Denny’s at 6am. Check out our results from the 
tournament below:

vs. Notre Dame [L, 7-13]
vs. Eastern Michigan [W, 9-5]
vs. Michigan State [W, 13-4]
vs. Ohio State -B [W, 13-2]
vvs. Flywheel [L, 5-13]

MEET OUR CAPTAINS

Jim Harbaugh bowls with BFly at a social event.

Bridget Cook (left) enjoys Beyonce, mechanical 
engineering, and hucking.

Alice Murphy (right) enjoys Rick’s, organiza-
tional studies, and breakfast.

bfly highlights

BFly

http://www.flywheelultimate.com/


Tournament Recaps

BY BEN MURPHY [HEAD COACH]

BY BEN MURPHY [HEAD COACH]BY BEN MURPHY [HEAD COACH]
Flywheel 2015 made its season debut at Queen City Tune-Up (QCTU) after an arduous road trip down to Charlotte, North Carolina. 
This tournament is annually one of the most competitive early-season tournaments, and often features many of the best teams 
from up and down the East Coast and parts of the Midwest. 

SATURDAY
FFlywheel arrived at the Ramblewood Soccer complex promptly at 7:45 am on Saturday morning after a brief sleep following a 
late-night arrival to North Carolina. Little sleep and a eld policy that kept us off the eld until 8:15 meant that Flywheel didn’t 
have the pregame preparation that we usually like before our rst game of the day, a 9 o’clock match against Georgia. The rst half 
featured a 4-point run for our opponent, and they were winning at half time, 7-3. In the second half, Flywheel looked better, but 
Georgia prevailed to win 13 to 7.

SSaturday's second game was against Maryland, and Flywheel was denitely warmed up for the contest. After trading points early, 
Flywheel put together a scoring run, anchored by solid play from Hannah Henkin, to go up 6-3. The teams mostly traded points the

BY BEN MURPHY [HEAD COACH]

Michigan Indoor Midnight Madness (MIMM) is aptly named and provides all of the normal 
challenges of playing Ultimate for about 8 hours with the fun added twist of happening 

when mere mortals normally slumber. Taking place indoors and overnight, MIMM was a fun 
winter test for Flywheel 2015.

 

IIn light of the added physical challenge of playing Ultimate at unusual hours with little sleep, 
we headed into the night focused on the mental side of the sport. We sought to make good 
decisions, stay focused on the eld, stay positive on the sidelines, and maintain a constant 
level of intensity throughout the night. We had also been working on some new plays on of-
fense and new schemes on defense, so we wanted to see how they fared against our compe-

tition.
 

Flywheel started off the night with strong performances against Michigan State Infamoose 
and Ohio State Fever-B, posting wins in both games and maintaining our mental focus. We 
were able to execute some of our new plays on offense with impressive consistency consid-
ering how recently we had learned them. After those two games, we had a two-hour bye 
(from 11 pm to 1 am!) that afforded everyone the opportunity to nap, eat, or relax a bit.

 

AAfter the bye, Flywheel faced a tough game against Notre Dame. We started off slowly and 
had to call a timeout in the rst half to regroup. We were able to refocus and regained our 
composure, ghting back to make the game close at half time. During half time, we talked 
about trying out some new stuff on defense, including some zone, and we were able to gen-
erate a few breaks. We even tried running a line of all returners with a zone that we hadn’t 
gone over yet in the 2014-2015 season, and got the disc, but couldn’t convert. We ended up 
losing the game by 1 point, but the game was a great example of making mental adjust-

mements. Our ability to make two effective mental adjustments in a single game was the high-
light of the night for Flywheel.

 

We nished out the night with exciting contests against Michigan BFly and Eastern Michigan 
Peacocks. In both victories, we were able to keep up consistent energy on the eld and off, 
showing how our strong work ethic and dedicated conditioning had already set us up for 

success.
 

Overall, Michigan Indoor Midnight Madness was a great experience for the team. Despite a 
schedule that may have strained us mentally, we were able to achieve our goals. We also 

faced some tough local competition, were presenting with a few learning opportunities, and 
got a good sense of how Flywheel 2015 measured up early in the season.

Michigan Indoor Midnight Madness

Queen City Tune Up

WWW.FLYWHEELULTIMATE.COM
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rest of the way. Under the timing cap, Maryland scored the last point, but Flywheel held on for our rst victory of the tournament. 
Though the win came only by a one-point margin, it was great to bounce back from a rst game defeat and beat a higher-seeded 
team.

SinSince the game against Maryland was played until the time cap, we were left with minimal time to transition into our third game 
against Delaware. After stuttering slightly and then trading points, Flywheel set up a zone defense and went on a run to take half 
7-3. The run was full of great on-eld communication, good decision-making, and strong sideline energy. Something at half time 
caused Flywheel to falter, and Delaware scored four consecutive points to tie the game at sevens. What had felt like certain victory 
was down to double game-point as the round was almost over. Receiving the pull, an all-veteran line was able to secure Flywheel’s 
sesecond victory of the tournament, again winning by one point.

Our fourth-consecutive and nal game on Saturday saw us facing the pool’s top team and the overall second-seed of the tourna-
ment, Tufts. Whatever might have slowed Flywheel down in the second half of the Delaware game was forgotten, as we traded 
downwind goals with a strong Tufts through the rst eight points of the game and were tied, 4-4. After scoring on their downwind 
possession, Tufts was able to convert a pair of breaks, upwind and then downwind, and took half 7-4. Those three goals in a row 
were all that Tufts needed, as we continued to trade points in the second half, but as time for the round ran out, we ended up on 
the shothe short end of a 9 to 6 score. It was a good example of how strong our offensive play could be, even against tough competition, 
but it was also a great example of how scoring upwind on a windy day can make all the difference—that one upwind break was all 
Tufts needed to win the contest.

SUNDAY
Our rst game on Sunday morning was against Harvard in the pre-quarter round, and a win would guarantee a top-8 nish. The 
wind was stronger than it had been on Saturday, and the coaches and captains agreed to play for eld position until the wind let 
up or the strategy failed. The rst ve points of the game were exciting: Harvard broke upwind, then broke downwind to go up 2-0; 
Flywheel held downwind, broke upwind, and broke downwind to go up 3-2. From there, the teams traded downwind scores until 
we ran out of time in the round. With the score tied, 8-8, Flywheel received and converted on double game-point to advance to the 
quarternals.

WWe learned that Dartmouth, our opponent for the quarternals, had chosen to leave and forfeit the game. It would have been an 
exciting game to play, but as a result of the forfeit, Flywheel was granted the victory and a free ride into the seminal round.

In the seminals, we faced Virginia, the tournament’s overall top seed. We started the game evenly matched, trading points early in 
the game. Virginia was able to convert the coveted upwind break, set up and score a subsequent downwind break, and thus create 
a 3-point lead going into halftime [8-5]. Unfortunately, Virginia pulled away in the second half, at one point going on a 5-point run, 
and ended up winning 15-8.

AAfter losing in the seminals, Flywheel was presented an opportunity for a rematch against Tufts in the third-place game. After a 
long weekend of many games, this was also a good opportunity for us to measure the depth of our roster. Flywheel was denitely 
up to the challenge, and across the entire roster, we saw strong performances from every player. It was another close game, but 
unfortunately we came up a little bit short again, losing 10-8.

WEEKEND RETROSPECTIVE
CComing in as the 14th seed, Flywheel nished in 4th place. QCTU was a great opportunity to measure and be pleased with the 
progress that we’ve made in implementing several new defensive strategies since we started the semester. We were tested and 
had the opportunity to face tough competition all weekend. Flywheel denitely came away having learned a few lessons, especial-
ly in our games against Tufts and Virginia. We are looking forward to future opportunities to face the same opponents and other 
teams that will continue to challenge us to grow and develop as a team.



Funding Breakdown

4% of funds are provided by Club Sports

96% of funding must come from other sources

TOTAL SEASON COSTS: $48,058
This includes running costs for each team and personal 

costs incurred by players.

WWW.FLYWHEELULTIMATE.COMWWW.FLYWHEELULTIMATE.COM

Every year, Flywheel acquires talented, athletic, and all-around awesome rookies. By participating in our Adopt-a-Rookie Program, 
you can help keep our rookies focused on learning the fundamentals and loving the game of Ultimate, rather than worrying about 
the cost of playing the game. Whether you're an alum, parent, or friend, you can adopt a rookie for a donation amount of your 
choosing or one of the suggested donation levels listed below. Survey our rookies’ proles on the next few pages to see if there’s 
one you might want to call your own. Follow the link at the top of each page to adopt. As always, thanks for your support and GO 
BLUE!
DONATION LEVELS
$15: provide a rookie with burritos for an entire tournament weekend.

$30: provide a rookie with a one-month membership to Joust, the CrossFit gym at which we train.

$50: Ultimate swag for you and your rookie (i.e. gear/uniform for your rookie and you get a Michigan Ultimate sticker!).

$100+: a ight and something for you to send ying (i.e. a Flywheel disc for you!).

Adopt A Rookie

Unlike most club sports at the University of Michigan, the women’s Ultimate program has an A team (Flywheel) and a B team (BFly), 
which both proportionately share the all the funds that the program receives. Unfortunately, Club Sports allots money as if we 
were a single team, despite the fact that both teams participate in two separate competitive seasons (fall and winter/spring), and 
each team travels to its own tournaments.  Both BFly and Flywheel have expenses like tournament bid fees and travel costs that 
need to be covered by the funds in the women’s Ultimate account. Beyond these team expenses, there are personal expenses that 
each pleach player is responsible for covering, such as the cost of cleats, uniforms, and plane tickets to tournaments for the A team. Mem-
bers from both teams are consistently involved in creative efforts to acquire funding to alleviate the nancial burden associated 
with playing Ultimate at UM, like cleaning Crisler Arena, weekly petitions to the student government, and entering video contests 
in hopes of receiving both fame and cash prizes. However, as you can see from this illustrative pie graph, the amount of money 
needed to cover all expenses beyond the allocation we receive from Club Sports is sizeable. If you’re interested in helping us facili
tate the involvement of our players in the women’s Ultimate program while minimizing the nancial burden it presents, we’d love it 
if you took advantage of some of the donation oppotunities presented on this page. 

The Flywheel Hall of Fame

Fundraising

Dearest Alumnae, 

IIf you, like most current Flywheelers, swore that when you became rich and 
successful, you would donate to the team you loved oh so much so that Fly-
wheelers of the future could avoid despairing about the cost of playing for 
the season, then now is your time! We know you loved your time with Fly-
wheel, and Flywheel loved you every year that you played. Now it’s time to 
consider showing your love in a concrete way. 

By giving back to Flywheel, you will be inducted into our Hall of Fame. In 
addition to the celebrity afforded you by this honor, you will receive the fol-
lowing gifts depending on the amount of your donation: 

$50: Bronze (FREE Michigan Ultimate or Flywheel Seal bumper sticker) 
$100: Silver (FREE Flywheel Disc) 
$200+: Gold (FREE Sticker + Flywheel Disc) 

Upon induUpon induction to our Hall of Fame, you will be featured in a player prole 
in the next issue of the Inside Scoober. Email turnerkt@umich.edu to join!

CURRENT HALL OF FAME MEMBERS
Nell “Nelly” Turley ∙ Flywheel 2005-2009 ∙ Inducted 2014

http://www.flywheelultimate.com/


Rookie Profiles

Ali is a 215 year-old graduate student studying public health en route to achieving her third-grade dream 
of becoming a grown-up. In the event that she never successfully realizes this goal, Ali would be more 
than happy to accept any position offered to her by a circus ring master due to her alarming infatuation 
with all things circus. If Ali were a vegetable, she would be celery, a wildly underrated vegetable, in her 
opinion, but one that anyone with any taste appreciates for its subtle saltiness, brous structure, and sat-
isfying crunch. Inviting Ali into your home is a highly economic decision as she takes up very little space 
and has and has very few personal belongings. You may only realize she’s there when you hear the startling 
crunch of celery from the next room or walk into the trapeze she’s attached to the ceiling of your foyer.

This brainy Boulder native is another BFly graduate, and we couldn’t be happier to have her. Her favorite 
part about being on Flywheel is having the opportunity to drive about 20 hours in a weekend to spend a 
couple days chasing an 11”-diameter piece of plastic, her denition of true love. If an ice cream avor 
were to be created to capture her essence, it would contain both Oreos and caramel sauce because her 
life is distributed among many things, but it’s all held together by a questionable but reliably sticky 

sweetness. If given the opportunity to join your family, Ninja promises not to throw wild ragers in your 
homhome, so you won’t have to worry about your belongings being stolen or destroyed. She can also some-
times be counted on to bake things, and there’s a 60% chance she may allow you to enjoy the fruits of 

her labor

Kari is a 22 and a half year-old graduate student hailing from Manistee, Michigan who threw her rst disc 
on the charming campus of Kalamazoo College. If Kari were a vegetable, she would be a highly versatile 
and avorful onion, a staple around the world, capable of being dressed up or down, and a requisite part 

of a complete meal. To capture Kari’s personality in a scoop of ice cream, there’s no need to create a 
whole new avor; just reach for a tub of rum raisin. Why, you ask?It’s hard to explain why one should opt 
for rum raisin over a crowd pleaser like chocolate chip cookie dough. But take one bite, and you’ll under-
stand wstand why this hidden gem full of surprises and interesting avors continues to be in existence despite 
its highly overlooked state. While the analogy to Kari’s personality falls apart because we think she’s a 

rather obvious gem, we’ll leave the nal judgment up to her future parents.

Ali "Tights" Jensen

Kari Paine

Lizzy Benedetto

Nina "NINJA" JANJIC

Bre "Breedom" Berka
This freshman and former swimmer hails from Saginaw, Michigan and is looking to major in English and 
Sports Management. She would, rather uncreatively but not entirely surprisingly, be interested in jump-
ing into a pool lled with just water because she misses swimming more than anything. If Bre were in the 
circus, she would be an elephant who would just sit there and chill and do what Bre does. In vegetable 
form, Bre would be broccoli, the chillest vegetable deliciously enjoyed with a dollop of ranch dip. Like 
cinnamon ice cream, Bre feels she may be underrated and capable of surprising people with the number 
of things of things at which she is “bomb”. Parents adopting Bre can look forward to a plethora of sport and lm 
facts as well as an alarming inux of pillows and blankets and pretty nice hugs.

Click here to adopt your favorite rookie!

Lizzy recently joined our ranks after spending two years on BFly, and we couldn’t be happier to have her. 
This sassy smoothie fanatic  deserves an award for her self-awareness: even as a third grader, she knew 
she was destined to spend her life working as a nurse. To Lizzy, love is hearing someone fart, seeing them 
pee, and still nding them appealing to be around, so she must really love Flywheel. If given the oppor-
tunity to jump into a pool of anything, she’d pick some tasty, tasty pudding, and then wisely jump into a 
pool foamy soap when she nished splashing around in the gelatinous goodness. If you adopt Lizzy, you 
can look can look forward to some top-notch omelets and snickerdoodle cookies, but should be sure to have 
plenty of peanut butter, pasta, milk, and Disney movies on hand to keep your little chef’s morale high.

WWW.FLYWHEELULTIMATE.COM
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In a shocking turn of events, our next rookie up for adoption, Tex, hails from San Antonio, Texas. Playing 
with Flywheel is Tex’s rst foray into the world of competitive Ultimate, and she’s loving being a part of a 
fun, awesome group of people that are just as crazy as she is. If Tex were a vegetable, she would be cauli-
ower, both because it bears similarity to the appearance of her hair on a humid day and because it plays 
well with other yummy foods. Tex would ll a pool with sweet tea for the very pragmatic purpose of 
having a delicious beverage in a virtually unlimited quantity if she wasn’t in the mood to swim. A scoop 
of of Campano Compromise would be chocolate and vanilla swirled because, like Tex, this ice cream likes to 
make sure everyone is happy. However, this avor is not without personality: expect equal parts sprinkles 
and almonds to capture Tex’s childish and responsible sides.

This red-headed sophomore came to Flywheel from the hometown of Wayne Campbell, co-host of the 
wildly popular public-access television show Wayne’s World. She may be on track for a hugely successful 
career as a biomedical engineer, but she once aspired to represent her nation as an Olympic gymnast. If 
asked to ll a pool with a substance of her choosing and subsequently launch herself into it, Bo would 

select deep dish pepperoni pizza under the potentially erroneous assumption that the cheesy dough and 
sauce would cushion her impact instead of covering her body in third-degree burns. A family looking to 
welwelcome Bo into their home should look forward to plenty of comic relief, great food recommendations, 
and quality quiche on brunch Sundays. And an added BOnus: no extra bedrooms? No problem! Bo will be 

more than willing to spend her nights sleeping in an available bathtub, with or without a pillow.

Smellz comes from the land where weird is normal, Asheville, North Carolina, and is a freshman looking to 
study Spanish and biochemistry. In frozen dairy dessert form, Smellz would be vanilla brownie bite with 
caramel swirl because at her core, she’s a highly adaptable person that pairs well with all types of person-
alities and toppings, but she works best with those that have a rich brownie-like quality. To top it off, she’s 
got a messy exterior, but somehow manages to hold everything together for a sweet and decadent after-
taste. Smellz loves Flywheel because of the feeling you get when you jump and reach to catch your rst 
disc. But to her, more than just reaching for the disc, you’re reaching the expectations of your team and 
the hard work and successes that you strive for together at every practice and in every game. She also 

wanted to be a belly dancer when she was in third grade.

Meghan "Tex" Campano

Amanda "Muffin" Inglesh
Muffin comes to Flywheel from Manhattan and is currently loving her rst year at the University of Michi-
gan. It’s likely that the quality of her freshman year is in no small part attributable to her involvement Fly-
wheel; she loves being a part of a high-caliber team that has a great time and is never too serious, but still 
gets work done to be the best that it can be. If we were to turn Muffin into an ice cream, her scoop would 
have a vanilla base and contain pecans due to her nuttiness and obsession with pecan pie. Add some car-
amel swirls to capture her occasional sweetness, splashes of cinnamon avor to suggest her spice, and 
some chocolate chunks for a little surprise, and you’re ready to enjoy Muffin in a cup or a cone. She’ll 
make a great addition to your family as long as you don’t have any strict policies against Heely use.

Danielle "Smellz" Dejournett

Lizzie Vana

Hannah "Bo" Gannon

Lizzie is a junior and former soccer teammate of one of our captains that we’re glad to see has grown out 
of her childhood habit of never letting go of her mother. She’s loving being a part of Flywheel because 
she gets to hang out with an amazing new group of people and learn a new sport she’d never had a 
chance to try before. Ben and Jerry’s Chubby Hubby provides an excellent representation of Lizzie’s per-
sonality because, like the ice cream moguls’ hands-down best creation of all time, she is an eclectic 
person that's composed of many different scrumptious ingredients. If Lizzie were a vegetable, she’d be a 
pea so she pea so she could hang with her buddies in the pod. If you’re looking to welcome Lizzie into your home, 
look forward to juggling lessons, but be sure to have a robust supply for mac and cheese.

WWW.FLYWHEELULTIMATE.COM
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